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ABSTRACT
CREATING NEW CULTURAL HUBS IN AMERICAN CITIES:
THE SYRIAN DIASPORA OF WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
MAY 2021
ALEESA ASFOURA, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.ARCH, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Robert Williams
Architectural design can be used as a tool to assist in integrating Syrian immigrants
into American culture. Conceived of as a vital place-making technique, architecture can
build Syrian community in the United States, while maintaining and promoting the links
to Middle Eastern heritage. This thesis draws upon the lived experience of a large Syrian
population in Worcester, MA, and makes a case for design in the development of a SyrianAmerican community center. This Syrian-American community center seeks to satisfy
three goals. First, it offers a space for Syrian immigrants to better transition into American
culture while also staying strongly connected to their Syrian culture. Second, the center
helps to integrate Syrian people of different religious backgrounds and generations and
promote the development of a shared Syrian-American community. Third, it aims to raise
awareness among non-Syrian Americans of Syrian immigrants and culture.
Towards these ends, the design of the community center is driven by Syrian
concepts and culture. It includes spaces to support group programming, educational and
cultural classes, exhibitions, parties, festivals, and performances. The design centers
around an interior courtyard, representing the family or the heart of the home. Through this
concept and the reimagining of traditional Syrian elements such as materials and patterns,

the community center promotes and encourages relationships among its users and aids
Syrians in transitioning into their new lives.
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INTRODUCTION
Worcester, Massachusetts has a long history of being home to a large number of
Syrian immigrants who have chosen to make the United States their new home. Since the
first recorded immigrant from Syria to Worcester in 1890, the city has remained a
destination for Syrian immigrants as they continue to build and grow families, businesses,
and community around their shared culture. Today, the Syrian community in Worcester
remains a significant part of the population and is deserving of a community space that
might support both new and established immigrant groups.
As the Syrian population continues to grow in Worcester, it has become
increasingly important that Syrians find ways to acclimate to American life while
still preserving and sharing their culture with the community at large. A Syrian
community center in Worcester would be beneficial for a variety of reasons. Community
members need a place to host and attend events, share and receive resources, and
document the established and changing history of their lives in Worcester. Just as
community centers have been designed and built around the celebration of other cultural
groups in both Worcester and across the US, this thesis explores the possibility of making
a space that uniquely represents the needs of multi-generational Syrian-Americans.
Due to the current unstable political situation in Syria, Worcester has seen the
arrival of even more Syrian immigrants in recent years; particularly individuals with little
previous exposure to American life and culture. A Syrian cultural and community center
in Worcester would provide a platform for local Syrians to express and build upon their
history in the city while also providing a place for new immigrants to find comfort and

belonging among a familiar culture during their adjustment to a new, American way of
life.
Despite a historic divide between Syrians of different religious backgrounds,
specifically Muslim and Christian Syrians living in the city, each group has become an
invaluable and visible part of the fabric of the city. These distinct religious groups play
key roles in both the cultural and economic revitalization Worcester is currently
experiencing, and they provide an extra layer of diversity to the Syrian population of the
city. These different stakeholders will come together for the design of the community
center, providing an example of the challenges and opportunities inherent in connecting
individuals across cultures, social groups, and religious values.
Traditional Syrian homes and buildings all have some variation of a courtyard
space. The courtyard, representing family and the heart of the home, is an important
space that promotes bonding and serves as a central connection. This idea of the
courtyard and the strong family values attached to it is the primary conceptual idea for
the design of this new Syrian community center. The courtyard space is reimagined to fit
well in a New England climate and encourages users to cross paths and create
relationships. Syrian architectural elements such as patterns, materials, fenestration, and
connection to outside are reinterpreted for a contemporary aesthetic. It is through these
design decisions that architecture supports the notion of a community center that bridges
between cultures.
Chapter one elaborates on the history of Worcester’s Syrian community, mainly
their initial immigration and settlement in Worcester. Chapter two elaborates on SyrianAmericans today and the role they play in society, as well as the problems they face.

Chapter three takes a look at a handful of case studies of other community or cultural
center buildings and discusses the ways in which they successfully reflected their
respective culture through design. Chapter four takes a look at traditional Syrian
architecture and different design elements that are key to Syrian culture, including the
courtyard, the relationship between public and private spaces, and materials. Chapter 5
discusses Worcester, and the chosen site for the project, and the existing conditions.
Chapter 6 elaborates on programming and the importance of each individual space.
Chapter 7 walks through the schematic design process, touching on site approach, design
approach, and the trials and limitations that led to the design of the Syrian community
center.

CHAPTER 1
HISTORY
Dr. Najib E. Saliba, a professor of Middle Eastern Studies at Worcester State
University, has carefully traced the story of Syrian immigrants who have settled in
Worcester, Massachusetts. In Emigration from Syria and the Syrian-Lebanese
Community of Worcester, MA, published in 1992, Dr. Saliba studies the migration in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries from Syria to the United States. He analyzes
the background and motivations for emigration from Syria, why Worcester became home
to such a large Syrian-American community, churches, and affiliated societies, and
everyday life in the community. This history is key to understanding the SyrianAmerican community of Worcester today.

Emigration from Syria
Emigration from Syria was rare prior to 1878, and most of those who did emigrate
ended up in Egypt. In the 1880’s and 90’s, emigration from Syria increased steadily,
followed by a sharp increase over the next 20 years, with a peak around 1915. Due to
World War I, there was a decline in emigration rates from 1915 to 1930 (Saliba 1992, 9).
Since then, there has been a consistent flow of Syrian immigrants coming to the United
States. Over those first few decades, emigrating mostly to Egypt, Australia, Europe, and
the Americas, people left Syria for a variety of reasons. There was overpopulation in
some areas, a downward trend in industry, an increase in religious oppression, the need
for economic betterment, political insecurity, and an absence of freedom of expression;
all played a role in the emigration of Syrian people (Saliba 1992, 11). Many heard of the

riches one can attain in other countries, so some emigrated from Syria for a number of
years, and later returned, bringing their newfound wealth home with them. Many others
did intend to remain in the US permanently and so were careful in choosing the location
for their new home.
Most Christian Syrians chose to make western countries their home, due to the ease
of blending in with other Christian denominations. The majority of Muslim Syrians went
to Egypt for similar reasons. Those who came to the United States settled mostly in major
cities such as New York, Boston, Detroit, and Chicago. Worcester, Massachusetts had the
fifth largest Syrian population at the time of Syrians’ initial immigration to the U.S.
(Saliba 1992, 11). With the first Syrian immigrant recorded in 1888, Worcester became
home to what is now one of the oldest Syrian communities in the United States.

Settling in Worcester

Figure 1: Beyrouty Square on Wall Street in Worcester
Saliba, Najib E. 1992. Emigration from Syria and the Syrian-Lebanese Community of
Worcester, MA. 1st ed. Antiochian Orthodox Christian.
Used with permission of author.

Syrian immigrants chose to make Worcester their home for several reasons.
Worcester experienced an economic expansion in late 19th century, becoming home to
over a thousand industrial establishments that reached international markets, making it
the twenty-fifth leading manufacturing city in the United States (Saliba 1992, 27).
Worcester was a noted railway center, offering easy access to two main entry ports into
the U.S. in Boston and New York City. Immigrants from all parts of the world were
attracted to its promise of work and prosperity, causing Worcester’s population to boom,
with people of foreign birth or parentage making up 72% by the 1920’s (Saliba 1992, 28).
Worcester was, and still is to this day, an international center, rich with culture (Fig. 1).
Life on Syrian Hill
Syrian immigrants brought with them their language, culture, religion, social life,
values, customs, and traditions. The initial settlers clustered into two main areas of
Worcester’s east side, eventually becoming known as “Syrian Hill” (Saliba 1992, 28).

Figure 2: Syrian Owned Store on Grafton Street in Worcester
Saliba, Najib E. 1992. Emigration from Syria and the Syrian-Lebanese Community of
Worcester, MA. 1st ed. Antiochian Orthodox Christian.
Used with permission of author.

Life for these early immigrants was very similar to what life for Syrian Americans is like
today. Business, family, and church affairs were what mattered to the average Syrian in
Worcester. Their main concerns at this time were to earn a livelihood and provide for
their family’s economic well-being. Syrians took essentially any work they could find,
becoming peddlers, factory workers, day laborers, and grocers, among many other
occupations (Saliba 1992, 31) (Fig. 2). The Syrian people were, and still are, resilient and
hardworking; combined with simple and frugal living, many Syrians became rich. They
earned, saved, and invested in real estate, banking, and in expanding and improving their
own businesses.
The Syrian people are also very family oriented, often having large families with
more than five children and multiple generations living under the same roof (Fig. 3).
Most households adhered to traditional cultural norms in which the men served as the
head of the household and were the main breadwinners for the family. The women served
as the home-makers.

Figure 3: Three Generation Syrian Family
Saliba, Najib E. 1992. Emigration from Syria and the Syrian-Lebanese Community of
Worcester, MA. 1st ed. Antiochian Orthodox Christian.
Used with permission of author.

Making a living was so high on the list of priorities for many Syrians that the older
generations often did not take advantage of the educational opportunities Worcester had
to offer because they needed to care for their family businesses. Due to the success of
their family businesses, Syrians would often then send their children to receive a quality
education. The younger generations typically went through Worcester schools, and by the
1920’s and 30’s, they were graduating from colleges and universities and entering a
multitude of professions (Saliba 1992, 66). Excelling academically was a key expectation
that many Syrian parents had for their children. This is often still the case today.
Spare time that was left after attending to business and family matters was taken up
by church. The majority of the Syrian immigrants that settled in Worcester belonged to
three Christian denominations: Eastern Orthodox, Melkite, and Maronite. The Worcester
Syrian population was growing so rapidly that by 1902, there were enough people and
funding to establish St. George’s Eastern Orthodox Cathedral, the first of its kind in the
area, and the third church of its kind in the United States (Saliba 1992, 40). Over the next
couple of decades, a Melkite and Maronite church were also established in Worcester.
These churches became a second home for Syrian immigrants, serving as a community
center that fulfilled not only their religious needs, but their cultural and social needs as
well.

CHAPTER 2
SYRIAN AMERICANS TODAY
Since the initial settlement of Syrian immigrants in Worcester, there has been a steady
increase of Syrian immigrants, with more diversity in their religious backgrounds,
especially within the last 30 or so years. The instabilities in the middle east over the last
10 to 20 years, specifically the Syrian Civil War, has brought thousands of Syrian
refugees seeking asylum to the United States. The Arab American Institute conducted a
census count of Arab Americans in the United States in 2017. According to this data, the
Arab American population of Massachusetts was estimated to be 82,980, and in
Worcester; 11,025 (Arab American Institute 2017). Although this census data includes
those who immigrated not just from Syria but from other Middle Eastern/Arab countries,
the largest portion of the Arab American community in Massachusetts reported having
Syrian roots. It was also found that the Arab American population in Massachusetts
increased by 42% from the year 2000 to 2017 (Fig. 4). The Syrian population grew very
quickly in a short amount of time in those years, creating a higher need for community
centers and other cultural facilities.

Figure 4: Arab American Population Growth
Arab American Institute (2017). From “Massachusetts Census Data.” Yalla Count Me In!
https://yallacountmein.org/states/massachusetts.

Syrian Immigrants in the United States
In 2016, The Center for American Progress and the Fiscal Policy Institute conducted
a study of the success of Syrian immigrants in the United States, with the intention of
“providing a basis for more informed and thoughtful considerations of how to think about
current and future Syrian immigrants and refugees.” (Dyssegaard Kallick, Roldan, and
Mathema 2016). In this study, Syrian immigrants are defined as those who were born in
Syria and are currently living in the United States, and primarily includes immigrants
who came to the U.S. before the recent refugee crisis (Dyssegaard Kallick, Roldan, and
Mathema 2016). The findings of the study show that Syrian immigrants earn a median
wage higher than that of overall immigrants and U.S. born citizens. Syrian immigrants
reach high levels of education with 38% having a four-year college degree or higher,
more than immigrants overall and U.S. born citizens (Dyssegaard Kallick, Roldan, and
Mathema 2016). Syrian immigrants have among the highest rates of business ownership,
ranging from medical offices to food services to car dealerships. Syrians overall integrate
well into American society. They have high levels of English-speaking ability, high
homeownerships rates (matching that of U.S. born citizens), and naturalization rates
higher than the rate for immigrants overall The Syrian communities that were established
well before the recent arrival of refugees have been very successful in creating fulfilling
lives and are well-positioned to help and aid incoming Syrian immigrants and refugees
(Dyssegaard Kallick, Roldan, and Mathema 2016).

Syrians in Worcester
Syrians have been a part of the fabric of Worcester’s population for well over 100
years and have generally created a good reputation and relationship with the Worcester
community. However, due to increasing tensions in the Middle East over the past two
decades, there has been increased negative stigma surrounding Middle Eastern peoples,
exacerbating the challenges these immigrants face in transitioning into their new homes.
While Syrian immigrants generally transition well into American life, they are often still
faced with discrimination and prejudice due to a variety of cultural misconceptions.
In addition to these challenges that all immigrant groups face with integration, the
Syrian community is also divided internally by two main factors: religion and a
generational gap. Religious places of worship have served as Syrian-Americans’ main
community centers since the establishment of the first Syrian churches Worcester. Syrian
immigrants in their new country attended their religious centers to practice their cultural
identity and fill the gap in their social lives. This perpetuated the divide between Syrians
of different religions because they continued to form their social circles around religious
groups.
As for the generational divide, because Syrian immigrants become divided in their
religious circles, this causes them to resist fully integrating into or adopting American
society and values. On the other hand, their children who are born in the U.S. are often
fully integrated into American society. This creates discord between the two generational
groups because of this cultural difference. This also results in some disconnect between
American born Syrians and their Syrian heritage.

Despite these divides, there are many Syrians who come to the United States with the
hopes of leaving their differences behind and joining together as one Syrian-American
people. In a WBUR article from 2015, Salah Asfoura, the head of the New England
Chapter of the Syrian American Forum (SAF), discusses what life is like in Worcester.
Asfoura says, “we are Syrians before we are anything else. We were Syrians before we
were Muslims or Christians, we are Syrians before we became refugees and immigrant,
we’re proud people.” (Dooling 2015). Dr. Amjad Bahnassi, a member of the Worcester
Islamic Center, discusses ways to “coexist” in the city. He says “I always use this city as
an example for people in the Middle East to find a way to coexist. When you go to Syria
and you see it’s a multi-ethnic community, I always tell people ‘in Worcester here, we
coexist, Catholic, Protestant, Jews, blacks, Korean, Muslims, Christians, Orthodox, and
we all co-exist in a beautiful way’” (Dooling 2015).
Divisions within Syrian communities in the U.S. and the cultural gap between Syrians
and non-Syrians combine to create a need for a communal facility that can begin to help
close these divisions, help Syrians integrate into American life, and provide an outlet
with which to share Syrian culture with their new communities.

CHAPTER 3
CASE STUDIES
There are many examples of community and/or cultural centers around the world
that successfully reflect and embody cultural ideas through the design and architecture of
the center. A number of case studies were analyzed prior to beginning design on the new
Syrian-American Cultural Community center. These specific case studies were chosen
because of the methods used in implementing culture into specific building design,
whether it is within a different cultural context, through evoking cultural landscapes, or
using a single concept to drive design.

NAASR Varan Gregorian Armenian Center

Figure 5: Front Façade w/ Main Entryway on Concord Street
Photo by SMMA (2017). From “Brick by Brick: Preserving the Diaspora.” SMMA.com
https://www.smma.com/work/brick-brick-preserving-diaspora.

In 2019, the National Association for Armenian Studies and Research (NAASR)
renovated their headquarters building in Belmont, Massachusetts. The newly named

NAASR Varan Gregorian Armenian Center, designed by Symmes Maini & McKee
Associates (SMMA), is located right across the street from the First Armenian Church on
Concord Avenue. The headquarters hold a large and still growing collection of texts of
Armenian culture and history in the Mardigian Library, a “celebrated feat of preservation
for the diaspora. Armenia’s rich scholarly history, dating back to the inception of the
Armenian alphabet in the early 5th century, is reflected in the library’s literature and
research” (SMMA 2017). The renovation changed the headquarters from a cramped twostory building to an open three-story space that includes the expansion of the library with
the addition of a special collections room, the expansion of study and research spaces,
and the addition of a bookstore with an adjoining lounge café.

Figure 6: Khachkar Cross at the First Armenian Church on Concord St.
Photo by SMMA (2017). From “Brick by Brick: Preserving the Diaspora.” SMMA.com
https://www.smma.com/work/brick-brick-preserving-diaspora.

SMMA carefully researched Armenian culture so as to incorporate as much of its
history, materials, and identity into the design as possible (SMMA 2017). The main
entrance door was hand carved by a master craftsman in Armenia and was designed to

create a dialogue and connection with the Khachkar cross in front of the church (Figure
6). The door and cross are located directly across the street from one another. An eternity
garden, filled with Armenian scilla and a variety of other perennials, shapes the pathway
to the main entrance that spans the entire front façade.

Figure 7: Seat Wall Illuminated at Night
Photo by SMMA (2017). From “Brick by Brick: Preserving the Diaspora.” SMMA.com
https://www.smma.com/work/brick-brick-preserving-diaspora.

There is a seat wall in front of the building with Armenian carving inspired metal cut outs
placed around the bench that is illuminated at night, creating a lantern-like effect (Fig 7).
Along the top of the seat wall, carved into the face of the bench are the first words written
using the Armenian alphabet; "To know wisdom and instruction; to perceive the words of
understanding." - Book of Proverbs, 1:2 (SMMA 2017). A weathered metal sign in front
bears the organization name and logo; this along with the bench panels allude to copper,
one of Armenia’s key exports. The main façade is a curtain wall adorned with a custom
frit, designed in a pattern derived from a famous cross-stone in a northern Armenian
village. The silkscreen pattern reflects light during the day and creates a similar lantern-

like impression as the seat wall at night, “emulating the lightness of embroidery and
lacemaking, an integral facet of Armenian culture” ( Fig. 8) (Thoma 2018).

Figure 8: Curtain Wall Screen Patterning
Photo by SMMA (2017). From “Brick by Brick: Preserving the Diaspora.” SMMA.com
https://www.smma.com/work/brick-brick-preserving-diaspora.

Figure 9: Main Lobby and Stair
Photo by SMMA (2017). From “Brick by Brick: Preserving the Diaspora.” SMMA.com
https://www.smma.com/work/brick-brick-preserving-diaspora.

On the interior of the building, renovations include a new stone lobby with tile floor,
monumental stair, accented wall, and wood ceilings (Fig. 9) (SMMA 2017). The main

stair, clad in stone reminiscent of Armenian tuff stone, is inspired by the iconic edifice of
a church located at the Noravank monastery complex in Armenia (SMMA 2017). Along
the stair wall, leading up to a solarium on the third floor, is a mural of the original 36
letters of the Armenian alphabet. Blue accents are drawn from pigments in traditional
Armenian ceramics and used in light pendants on the second floor.
This project is successful in its design due to the subtle and meaningful use of
Armenian cultural elements throughout the entire building. This was a renovation project,
so the exterior of the building remained brick, fitting with the surrounding context of
Belmont (Fig. 10). It is with the use of other materials as an accent, such as the tuff stone,
glass, and copper, that Armenian culture begins to be represented and tied into the design.
Armenian patterning and colors are used as detail work throughout the building, and
other elements such as the use of the first words written on the outside bench are small
details but very powerful in their meaning. By picking a variety of key elements, SMMA
reinterpreted Armenian culture into contemporary architecture, without creating an out of
place or overwhelming building design.

Figure 10: Front View from Concord St. Showing Brick and Glass Integration
Photo by SMMA (2017). From “Brick by Brick: Preserving the Diaspora.” SMMA.com
https://www.smma.com/work/brick-brick-preserving-diaspora.

National Nordic Museum

Figure 11: Main Entrance and Façade
Photo by Mithun (2018). From “National Nordic Museum.” Mithun.com
https://mithun.com/project/nordic-heritage-museum/.

In 2018, the National Nordic Museum in Seattle, Washington moved from an old
school building, open since 1980, to a brand-new building designed by Mithun. The new
building design incorporates architectural ties to the history, geography, and identity of
the Nordic culture. It is the largest museum in North America to honor the culture,
history and arts of the five Nordic countries—Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and
Sweden—and the Sami people, together with the legacy of immigrants in the Pacific
Northwest (“Nordic Design | Trendscaping” 2018). The interior of the building is
organized around a linear “fjord” (Fig. 12). The atrium space zig-zags throughout the
length of the building; the fjord walls are composed of white plains, evoking its glacial
origins (Mithun 2018). Bridges through the atrium connect the upper floors and different
exhibit spaces throughout. The visitor’s physical experience through the building is
intended to embody the theme of migration and cultural exchange. The goal was to evoke
grand landscapes in a less literal representation of the Nordic geography (Kwak 2018).

Figure 12: Interior Atrium Lobby
Photo by Mithun (2018). From “National Nordic Museum.” Mithun.com
https://mithun.com/project/nordic-heritage-museum/.

Programmatically, climate-controlled collection and exhibition spaces have sheltering
walls, keeping a visual separation from the exterior. Active social areas such as a café,
store, auditorium and classrooms “are permeable to the streets and pedestrians” (Mithun
2018). The exterior of the building is clad with a dark, vertically striated zinc skin and
“the streetscape evokes the archipelago, with sinuous shapes modulating the pedestrian
edge” (Fig. 13) (Mithun 2018).

Figure 13: Outdoor Courtyard View from Back of Building

Photo by Mithun (2018). From “National Nordic Museum.” Mithun.com
https://mithun.com/project/nordic-heritage-museum/.

This case study is slightly different than the others because it is a cultural museum
rather than a community center, but it’s a relevant example because of the way it aims to
represent Nordic culture for the Seattle community. This project achieves cultural design
through the reference to the Norwegian landscape. The main atrium lobby space carries
throughout the entire building in thinner zig-zagging hallways. This use of architecture
recreates the experience of passing through Norwegian fjords and being carried by the
current down the winding river valley between two mountains. This is a beautiful and
effective way of giving the visitors a sense of Norway as they experience the museum.
Choosing such a strong imagery and experience from that specific culture and finding a
way to evoke it through architecture proves to be a successful method if it is kept simple
and grand.
Center for Japanese Culture

Figure 14: Front Entry and Façade
Photo by Enrique Guzman (2020). From ArchDaily.com.
https://www.archdaily.com/945803/center-for-the-japanese-culture-alvaro-bohorquezrivero-plus-maribel-moreno-cantillo.

The Center for Japanese Culture, designed by Alvaro Bohorquez and Maribel Moreno
Cantillo, is located at The University of Los Andes in Bogota, Colombia. The Center was
built in 2018 as part of the 110th anniversary of Colombo-Japanese diplomatic relations.
It is a Japanese information center for culture, economy and academia, meant to bring
together the country’s cultural richness and spread it in Los Andes (Pinilla 2018). It
includes a library on Japanese culture, a multi-purpose room, classrooms, a garden
terrace, an exhibition space, and a one-hundred-person capacity auditorium (Koyamada
International Foundation 2018).

Figure 15: Interior Hall Showing Classroom and Glass Openings
Photo by Enrique Guzman (2020). From ArchDaily.com.
https://www.archdaily.com/945803/center-for-the-japanese-culture-alvaro-bohorquezrivero-plus-maribel-moreno-cantillo.

The design for this building beautifully exemplifies how to incorporate cultural concepts
through building design, especially within the context of an entirely different culture. The
building design incorporates the concept of “uchi-soto” meaning the group over the
individual. Uchi, meaning ‘inside’, refers to one’s closest social circle, including family

and close friends. Soto, meaning ‘outside’, refers to one’s relationships, or the possibility
of creating relationships, outside of that inner circle. In this cultural center, uchi-soto is
manifested through programming, moving from the most public to the most private, and
through expressing different degrees of enclosure, transparency, and connection with the
exterior as one moves through each space (ArchDaily 2020b) (Fig. 15).

Figure 16: Brick and Charred Wood Facade Relationship
Photo by Enrique Guzman (2020). From ArchDaily.com.
https://www.archdaily.com/945803/center-for-the-japanese-culture-alvaro-bohorquezrivero-plus-maribel-moreno-cantillo.

This project was an addition/renovation project, where the brand-new front portion of the
building is made of charred wood, a typical Japanese building material, and the existing
back portion of the building is made of the same brick and stone of the buildings around
it. This interesting contrast between the two materials works well together, signifying the
Colombo-Japanese relationship (Fig. 16).

Figure 17: Outdoor Patio and Garden Space in Back
Photo by Enrique Guzman (2020). From ArchDaily.com.
https://www.archdaily.com/945803/center-for-the-japanese-culture-alvaro-bohorquezrivero-plus-maribel-moreno-cantillo.

The design for this cultural center is successful in its focus on a single concept. The
approach is much more abstract, and rather than use tangible cultural elements in the
design, the architects take a strong and meaningful Japanese concept and reimagine it
through building design. Uchi-soto is experienced as one travels through the building. As
one circulates from space to space, they are further exposed visually to the outdoors
through glass walls and windows. This indoor to outdoor relationship corresponds to the
meaning of uchi-soto for one’s personal relationships and social circles. This single
concept drives the entire design from the circulation, to the façade treatment of solid vs
transparent, to the transition to an outdoor space that reconnects with the town of Bogota
(Fig. 17).

Flekkefjord Cultural Center

Figure 18: Front Entry and Façade
Photo by Helen & Hard (2020). From ArchDaily.com.
https://www.archdaily.com/934859/flekkefjord-cultural-center-helen-and-hard.

In 2016, Flekkefjord Cultural Center was built on the waterfront of Flekkefjord, a
small town located on the south coast of Norway. It was design by architectural firm
Helen & Hard, and the program includes a theater hall, cinema, library, black box, youth
club, and cultural school, as well as some administrative offices and a café (ArchDaily
2020a). The architects wanted to create “a cultural hub that makes room for all artistic
expression under one roof and belongs to the people of Flekkefjord, but also inspires
artists from other places to come and create.” (Helen & Hard 2020) These varied internal
programs are all connected through a large stairwell that goes both indoor and outdoor,
and “leads the audience from the entrance to all public functions in the higher stories.”
(ArchDaily 2020a). The design of this building serves as a successful example of how to
adapt a building to its surroundings without losing the main focus or intent behind the
architectural gestures. The outer shell of the building is designed to resemble an open
seashell, paying homage to its waterfront location (Fig. 18).

Figure 19: Rear Façade from Town View
Photo by Helen & Hard (2020). From ArchDaily.com.
https://www.archdaily.com/934859/flekkefjord-cultural-center-helen-and-hard.

The architects adapted the large new building in scale and materiality to the existing
buildings by keeping heights low on the facades facing towards the city, and with a roof
geometry that is shaped and adjusted to different contextual situations (ArchDaily
2020a). For example, the buildings around the cultural center are 2-3 stories tall, clad in
white timber. The façades facing the city mimic this architectural language with low
heights, smaller openings, and similar use of materials (Fig. 19). Whereas, towards the
public and fjord view, the roof angles up, opening up the façade and creating a reception
hall reaching over three stories (Fig. 20).

Figure 20: Interior Reception Hall and Stair from Second Floor
Photo by Helen & Hard (2020). From ArchDaily.com.
https://www.archdaily.com/934859/flekkefjord-cultural-center-helen-and-hard.

This community center is different from the other case studies because it is not
representing one culture in the context of another, but rather serving as a representation
of the Flekkefjord town community. The way in which the scale and materiality of the
building was made to match that of the towns was a very successful way to incorporate a
monumental building into a modest vernacular. From the town façade, the community
center blends in with the town, and even builds around an existing home, really adapting
to the landscape. The decision to make the outer shell of the building look like a seashell
was a literal take on the waterfront location, and in this case it works well. It creates a
beautiful façade, and the open roof structure connects into the interior lobby space,
unifying the interior with the exterior seaside experience. The design is very intentional,
giving a clear definition of entrances and the relationship of the building to its
surrounding.

Conclusions
Each of these case studies exemplifies valuable and successful approaches for
incorporating cultural ideas and elements into design, and that the ways that architecture
can reflect and integrate multiple cultural ideas. There are multiple lessons and
conclusions that can be employed in the design of the Syrian American Community
Center. For instance, like the Center for Japanese Culture design, a single strong concept
of Syrian culture can drive the main design. The use of cultural and architectural
elements can then be used to compliment and support this overall conceptual idea. Like
the Armenian center, the use of Syrian materials and patterning can be reworked to fit in
a contemporary design in subtle and significant ways. Finally, as seen in the Flekkefjord
cultural center, it is important to the design as well to choose a site that is indicative of
Worcester and allows for meaningful design.

CHAPTER 4
TRADITIONAL SYRIAN ARCHITECTURE
Much of early Syrian architecture is influenced by and has influence on Roman and
Greek architecture. After the 12th century, the influence of Islamic architecture took hold
in Syria, and much of the architecture still standing today reflects aspects of all three
cultures. Unfortunately, war in Syria has essentially halted any new meaningful
architectural development, and much of this historical architecture has been destroyed in
the war. This makes contemporary or even modern Syrian architecture difficult to draw
inspiration from for the design of the community center. Despite these obstacles, there
are a handful of elements taken from historical and traditional Syrian architecture that
will be implemented into the design of the Syrian Community Center, including the
reinterpretation of the traditional courtyard space, and the use of complimentary elements
in a contemporary way such as arches, domes, fenestration, materials, and patterns. Many
of these elements are observed in Traditional Syrian Architecture, an analysis by the
Corpus Levant, a consortium between Syrian antiquities and museums located in Syria,
France, and Barcelona dedicated to expanding the database of architectural heritage of
Mediterranean countries (CORPUS Levant 2004, 3).

Architectural Elements
One of the most commonly used elements in Syrian Architecture is the presence of
the courtyard. The courtyard is most often used in housing typologies and is often paired
with other types of indoor-outdoor spaces (Fig 21-22).

Figure 21: Rural House with a Courtyard
Photo by CORPUS Levant (2004). From “Traditional Syrian Architecture”

Figure 22: Urban House with two Courtyards
Photo by CORPUS Levant (2004). From “Traditional Syrian Architecture”

The courtyard typology is designed to have a variety of internal spaces located around
a main central courtyard. Typically, the courtyard is accessed through a corridor that
begins at the front of the home. This ensures privacy and security for the family
(CORPUS Levant 2004). Several doors and windows open to the inner courtyard, making
each room accessible to one another from that central point (Fig. 23).

Figure 23: First and Second Floor Plan of Traditional Courtyard Home
There are typically a few smaller window openings along the exterior façade that are
longer and higher (Fig. 24) It is common for Syrian architecture to include tall narrow
window openings rather than short wide ones. Because of the hot and dry climate of
Syria, this reduced the glazing surface, therefore reducing heat gain. Traditional buildings
are designed this way for a few reasons. The outdoor space is accessible from within the
home, creating privacy for the family. It serves as the inner garden or the center of all
family activities and promotes an intimacy and relationship between the members of the
family. It is an outdoor space but, because of the conservative nature of the culture, home
privacy is important, therefore the courtyard is located privately within the home. This
allows families to still have access to all the benefits of outdoor spaces without
completely exposing their home to the street view. It connects the main spaces visually as
well as functionally and mechanically. “Traditional houses vary in size and luxury level,

and inner spaces vary in number and size from house to house, although they all have one
common feature: the open courtyard gives the occupant a feeling of privacy and
privileges the relations between the individuals of the family, who develop a strong
attachment for the house.” (CORPUS Levant 2004, 12–14). Because of Syria’s hot and
dry climate, the courtyard is used to create natural ventilation throughout the building.
Openings are placed across from one another to create a cross ventilation. The courtyard
can also feature trees and fountains to help humidify the air.

Figure 24: Traditional Windows and Arches
Photo by CORPUS Levant (2004). From “Traditional Syrian Architecture”

Figure 25: Traditional Domes and Ablaq Patterning
Photo by CORPUS Levant (2004). From “Traditional Syrian Architecture”

Arches and domes are frequently found in traditional Syrian architecture. Both were
used for structural purposes in earlier eras because arches were the only way to make big
openings in buildings with the stone materials that they had available (Fig 24-25). Domes
improved environmental conditions inside the building because they created high
ceilings, causing heat to rise up, and kept the main inhabited space cooler. Domes also
were used to make a statement in Syrian Architecture for grand spaces. Through time,
arches and domes have evolved and developed with new styles and materials, and Syrian
architecture has adapted with these advancements as well. For the design of the Syrian
Community Center, arches and domes can be used more for symbolic significance, rather
than solely for structural purposes.
The most common building materials used in Syria are stone and clay, or a mix of
both. Specifically, limestone and sandstone remain some of the most popular materials.
These materials help to absorb heat to keep cool in the summertime, and warm in the

winter. “A variety of stones, such as ashlar and dressed quarry stone were used in
building and constructing walls.” (CORPUS Levant 2004, 19) (Fig, 26).

Figure 26: Ashlar and Dressed Quarry Exterior
Photo by CORPUS Levant (2004). From “Traditional Syrian Architecture”

Cultural Elements
Common patterns or technique found all over Syria include ablaq and inlay styles.
Ablaq is an Islamic method of a repeating pattern of alternating light and dark stone (Fig.
25). They typically used basalt or granite for the dark stone and limestone or sandstone
for the lighter stone. As for the inlay styles, these are detailed geometric and floral
inspired patterning’s that can be found everywhere in Syrian art, furniture, and design.
One of the most commonly used patterns is the mosaic patterning, often used on jewelry
boxes, backgammon boards, and other beautiful wood working pieces (Fig. 27).

Figure 27: Traditional Mosaic Patterning
The outdoor spaces in Syrian homes are often filled with gardens, greenery, and fruit
trees. A few flowers and plants popular in the middle east include the Damask Rose (Fig.
28), famous for its fine fragrance, the Jasmine flower (Fig 29), Syria’s unofficial national
flower, and pistachio trees (Fig 30), a native plant of Syria (Qian 2019). Many families
today often have grape leaf vines growing in their yards, as well as fruit and vegetables to
make traditional Syrian cuisine.

Figure 28: Damask Rose
Photo by Qian, Ding (2019). From “Plants & Nations: Syria.” CGTN.com.
https://news.cgtn.com/news/3d3d774d336b544d35457a6333566d54/index.html.

Figure 29: Jasmine Flower
Photo by Qian, Ding (2019). From “Plants & Nations: Syria.” CGTN.com.
https://news.cgtn.com/news/3d3d774d336b544d35457a6333566d54/index.html.

Figure 30: Pistachio Tree
Photo by Qian, Ding (2019). From “Plants & Nations: Syria.” CGTN.com.
https://news.cgtn.com/news/3d3d774d336b544d35457a6333566d54/index.html.

Conclusions
All of these architectural elements hold meaning and aesthetic significance in Syrian
culture. The courtyard as a central concept can be carried over into contemporary New
England design. The circulation, programming, and use of materials will be key in
recreating a Syrian courtyard in this context that reinforces notions of community and
promotes connections between people. Domes and arches would not be used for the same
structural reasons as in historical architecture, but the visual and aesthetic significance

can be updated to work with modern materials and forms. A community run garden could
include damask roses, jasmine flowers, and other perennials as well as traditional foods
such as figs, janarek, grape leaves, pistachios and others. The challenge for the design of
the Syrian Community Center is to weave these elements together in a consistent way to
create a space that is at once contemporary but also enables people to connect with their
cultural heritage.

CHAPTER 5
SITE

Figure 31: Map of Worcester, MA w/ Downtown Indication

The site chosen for the Syrian Community Center is located at 287 Franklin Street
in Worcester, Massachusetts. The site is located in the inner city of Worcester, close to is
the popular, cultural center of the city (Fig. 31). This area is bordered by two very vibrant
parts of Worcester. To the west is the downtown area that includes many of Worcester’s
attractions, including the DCU Convention Center, the Hanover theater, Mechanics Hall,
and a new ballpark for the Worcester Red Sox. To the north of the site is Shrewsbury Street,
a mile-long strip filled with restaurants, bars, retail, and other businesses that are constantly
buzzing with activity. To the south of the site is the Grafton Hill area, which is made up of
both commercial and residential buildings. To the east of the site are mostly residential
neighborhoods and the areas where the first Syrian immigrants to Worcester settled. The
Syrian community has since dispersed to all parts of the city, but the placement of the site
here creates a historical connection to what was once known as Syrian Hill (Fig. 32).

Figure 32: Map of Site and Surrounding Neighborhoods
Figure 32: Map of Site and Surrounding Neighborhoods
Also located in close proximity to the site are Union Station and the Worcester Bus
Station. This would enable easy transit access to and from the community center.
Highway 290 is located just to the west of the site, with on/off ramps on Grafton Street.
The location of the highway and transit not only make for easy accessibility, but also
create appealing views of the Worcester cityscape from the site. (Fig 33-34)

Figure 33: Map of Site Showing Roads, Highway, and Transit

Figure 34: View of Highway and Union Station from Site looking Northwest

Although the site is located in an overall active and vibrant area, the immediate
surroundings are less so. Franklin Street, relative to its surroundings, is a very industrial
neighborhood (Fig 35). There are several old factory buildings on and next to the site, as
well as a large shipping container yard and railroad tracks just across the street. At the
south edge of the site, the topography begins to steeply slope upward, creating a berm
along Grafton St. that provides a natural barrier. Across Arctic St, to the west of the site
is the newest building in the immediate area, the Franklin St. Fire Station (Fig. 36).

Figure 35: Site and Immediate Surroundings

Figure 36: Franklin St. Fire Station
The parcel of land comprising the site currently has a few multi-story brick, stone,
and concrete buildings. Although these buildings are in need of renovation, their
character is representative of Worcester’s industrial roots and urban character.

Figure 37: View of Existing Building 1 from North West Corner

Existing building 1 is a two story stone and brick building that is currently empty
and worn down. Existing building 2 is a four story stone building, also empty and worn
down (Fig. 38) Existing building 3 is in the best condition of the existing buildings and
currently holds a handful of small businesses in part of the building (Fig. 39). These
buildings will remain in order to support potential revitalization of the area, expansion of
the community center, or complimentary functions such as immigrant housing or art
centers.

Figure 38: View of Existing Building 2 from West

Figure 39: View of Existing Building 3 from East

CHAPTER 6
PROGRAM
The program used for the design of the Syrian Community Center is based on the
needs of Worcester’s Syrian-American community and was created with reference to the
precedents in Chapter V,and the Syrian Community Center of Toronto (SCC) in Ontario,
Canada. The SCC is one of the few existing Syrian Community Centers with accessible
information on who they are and what they do as an organization. Because the SCC is not
housed in a building specifically designed as a community center, it’s not an ideal
architectural precedent. However, their mission and values and the types of services they
offer the Syrian-Canadian Community of Toronto provides a clear precedent for the
program and services for the Worcester Syrian-American Community Center.
The Syrian Community Center will offer a variety of programs and services for
the public. Language classes such as English and Arabic will be offered. Workshops and
seminars for immigrants that offer job support services, settlement information resources,
housing assistance, help with health cards and driver’s licenses, and any other general
assistance needed to lay the foundation for a successful settlement. These services are not
meant to be in place of government refugee and immigration services, but rather offer
additional aid in navigating those services. Through these programs, immigrants will be
connected with those who have been through the process and can offer them one-on-one
guidance through the difficult transition of moving to America. There will be activities
and clubs centered around art, music, and dance for those who are interested in learning
about and engaging with these parts of Syrian culture. There will be a variety of groups
such as a youth groups, senior groups, dance groups, and other groupings of community

members. There will also be meeting rooms to accommodate official meetings and
conferences with other organizations, officials, donors, volunteers, or any other important
community members. There is a need for larger spaces to host events such as festivals,
parties, performances, art exhibits, presentations, and other cultural events.

Figure 40: Bubble Program Diagram

FUNCTION

APPROX. AREA
(SQ. FEET)

ENTRANCE
LOBBY
RECEPTION
GIFT SHOP

1000-2000
900-1200

EXHIBITION SPACE

4000
PERMANENT
EXHIBIT AREA
CHANGING EXHIBIT
AREA
WORKSHOP/
STORAGE

2500
1000
500

FUNCTION HALL

6000
KITCHEN/BAR

COURTYARD
CLASSROOMS
CLUBROOMS
MEETING ROOMS
OFFICES
RESTROOMS
GENERAL STORAGE

600-800
4 @ 400 EACH
2 @ 600 EACH
2 @ 400 EACH
6 @ 150-200 EACH
28 STALLS @ 50
EACH

MECHANICAL/UTILI
TY/ELECTRICAL

3000
1600
1200
800
900
1000
500
500

TOTAL
CIRCULATION/
EGRESS
OUTDOOR SPACE

TOTAL
3200

10% OF TOTAL
FLOOR AREA
TOTAL
Table 1: Program Breakdown

22700

2270
10000
34970
35K

CHAPTER 7
SCHEMATIC DESIGN
Courtyard Concept
There are several variations of courtyard spaces that exist in architecture. The idea
of the courtyard comes through in design by breaking it down into simple elements.
Thinking of the main building as a solid mass and the courtyard as a central void in that
mass allows for an abstract analysis of two spaces. The void can exist completely
exposed because the hot and dry climate of the Middle East allows it. To accommodate
the New England climate, the void of the courtyard becomes an abstract concept by
recreating it in an indoor environment. In a traditional four-sided courtyard, there is solid
massing surrounding all four edges with the central void exposed from above. Taking
away the top exposure completely encloses the space. Because this courtyard space has
now become an enclosed space, the connection to the outside is lost. This can be made up
for by opening up a single side to the outside. This gives an edge to the courtyard space
where connections to an outdoor space can be created (Fig. 41).

Figure 41: Four Wall Courtyard vs Three Wall Courtyard Diagram

Site and Circulation
The site is approximately 45,000 square feet and can easily accommodate the
approximately 30,000 sf building program. The L-shaped site line makes for an intuitive
placement of the main building along the long edge that is facing the street, while leaving
the short edge for parking, garden space, or possibly even partially extending the
building. The majority of visitors will be approaching the site from the west end of
Franklin St. from the direction of downtown rather than from the residential areas to the
east. Therefore, the main entrance is accessed from the northwest corner of the building.
(Fig. 42)

Figure 42: Proposed Site Plan
The floor plan is based around the central courtyard space and all circulation
moves through this space. Visitors enter the building and are brought into a
lobby/reception area. This is a moment to pause and direct oneself through a narrow hall
and into the courtyard space. Experientially, this is a similar to approaching the main

courtyard space through a side alley in a traditional home. The interior courtyard space
spans two floor heights. (Fig. 43).

Figure 43: Proposed Ground Floor Plan w/ Outside Context
Programmatically, all functions are centered around the courtyard. The exhibition space
is located on the north of the site along Franklin St. This gives the most physical and
visual connection to the public street for one of the most public and intriguing functions.
The function hall is located to the east and south of the site to allow for access to the onsite parking, direct access to the garden space, and a separate function hall entrance from
the back of the site. The educational and administrative programming is to the west,
completing the three-sided enclosure of the central courtyard space. All spaces lead
directly into the courtyard on the ground floor. On the second floor, a mezzanine level
wraps around the courtyard, so those spaces that all spaces open to the courtyard (Fig.
44).

Figure 44: Proposed Second Floor Plan
A garden space is located immediately outside of the interior courtyard so that the interior
courtyard is visually extended outwards. The courtyard space has an exposed edge to the
south that transitions into a paved patio space enclosed by the new building and existing
building. This transitional outdoor space serves as an extension of the courtyard space,
going from an interior atrium representing a courtyard to an actual courtyard space with
connection to the garden. This connection is further emphasized through the use of
materials. On the ground level, sandstone ashlar flooring makes up the interior courtyard
space and is carried through to the outdoor courtyard (Fig. 43). This emphasizes their
relationship as two parts of one main space.
Building Envelope
The buildings facades are made up mostly of limestone and glass. Limestone is
used as the main building material in order to use a traditional Syrian building material to
create a solid, heavy mass to contrast with the light, open character of the courtyard. For
a contemporary design, using larger slab cuts spanning a floor height for the stone

patterning rather than small 1’ cuts help to make the stone less structurally important and
more aesthetically complimentary. The integration of glass with the limestone begins to
introduce light and void within this heavy massing along the north facade. Openings are
tall and thin, some spanning the entire floor height or even double floor height. (Fig. 45).
On the east and west façade, the same patterning continues, through the educational,
administrative, and function hall programing (Fig. 46).

Figure 45: North Elevation

Figure 46: Main Entrance Along North West Facade
The south façade (Fig. 47) between the outdoor space and indoor courtyard
changes in the patterning. The uniform openings become irregular breaks in the
limestone, bringing light into the courtyard. The bottom half is a curtain wall with glass
garage doors that roll up (Fig. 48). This brings light into the courtyard, creating visual
connection to the outside. These can be opened in the summertime to create a physical

connection between the indoor and outdoor spaces and allow natural ventilation. Steel
vertical louvers are used on part of the curtain wall to allow for shading on the interior
and minimize heat gain (Fig. 49). The interior side of the limestone slabs on that
connecting wall can be used to display a mural of Syrian art or culture.

Figure 47: South Elevation

Figure 48: View of Courtyard from South

Figure 49: Southeast View of South Courtyard Wall from Garden

This same irregular, more contemporary patterning used on the exterior of the
courtyard wall is carried through onto the interior wall of the exhibition space (Fig. 50).
The other interior courtyard walls follow the more traditional type of patterning to keep
the feeling of tall heavy buildings enclosing the space (Fig. 51). A split staircase in the
courtyard, similar to those seen in traditional courtyards homes, creates vertical
circulation through the central space.

Figure 50: East to West Section

Figure 51: South to North Section

Roof Approach
Designing the roof of the courtyard space was also important because in a traditional
courtyard space there is not a roof. The proposed roof simultaneously pulls together
inspiration from mosaic patterning, domes, and the surrounding landscape. The roof

structure will be made of exposed steel. The steel structure is taken from the strong
geometric shapes in the mosaic patterning (Fig. 52)

Figure 52: Exposed Roof Structure Patten Inspiration

The central octagon will be an 8-sided pyramid skylight, creating a contemporary take on
the dome. The triangular shapes creating the starlike pattern around the octagon will also
be glass skylights. This combination of skylights, and exposed steel structure is an
adaptive way of incorporating Syrian patterning (Fig. 53). The skylights will create
shadows of the same patterns on the interior of the building (Fig. 54).

Figure 53: Courtyard Roof Axonometric Showing Skylight, Roof Material, and Exposed
Structure

Figure 54: Interior Courtyard View from Entry Hall
The outdoor space between the community center and existing building now serves as a
pedestrian arcade, where it can hold open air markets, festivals, and other outdoor events.
(Fig. 55).

Figure 55: View of Community Center from East
Reflections
The final design for the Syrian community center pulls together many elements of
Syrian culture and architecture to create a meaningful and integrative cultural monument
that is reflective of the contemporary Syrian-American community in Worcester. The
lived experience of the Worcester Syrian-American community brought about a need for
this community center, a need that is present in Syrian-American communities across the

United States due to this universal experience. The main drivers and ideas for the
proposed community center are not specific to Worcester but can be generalized to the
shared experience of many Syrian-American communities. These concepts are adaptive
and can be used to guide design across Syrian-American communities throughout the
United States.
In the continued exploration of this design, several of these elements could be
further developed to better meet the goals and ideals intended for the community center.
The courtyard space is a strong concept that can be successfully recreated in ways beyond
the specifics of this design. The use of stone and masonry could be further explored by
thinking about structure. Traditional limestone and Syrian masonry were used mainly for
structural purposes. For a contemporary design, the structure would likely be made of
something much lighter and modern such as a steel. This allows for more flexibility with
the use of limestone because there are fewer structural limitations to the forms that the
building can create. This can be further explored to create less uniform façade patterning
throughout and allow for more integrative and meaningful building forms and patterning
with stone. The main entryway and façade could be further explored by creating a more
intriguing and enticing entrance indicative of the culture experienced in this space. The
entrance could be reworked to reflect grand entrances of traditional Syrian architecture
with more detail work in the stone exterior. Syrian architecture is very ornamental and
using this in this design could further emphasize the link to Syrian culture. This overall
design is reflective of the resiliency of the Syrian people, who have faced various
hardships and maintained pride in their heritage and their home.

CONCLUSION
Worcester’s Syrian-American community remains a significant part of the
population and is deserving of a community space that supports both new and established
immigrant groups. In this exploration of architectural design, the re-adaptation of cultural
elements to a New England context provides a mix of modern technological practices and
traditional Syrian architecture; an integration of old and new that is, to some extent,
reflective of the Syrian-American experience. Architecture aids in meeting the needs of a
community by providing safe, comfortable, welcoming environments with meaningful
relationships to cultural heritage; and by encouraging relationships and connections that
together can strengthen the community.
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